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Household Information:

Location of House:

1. Name of the Respondent ____________________________
   Age _____________________

2. Nature of the job ____________________________

3. Religion: Muslim = 1, Christian = 2, Other religion = 3
   Race and ethnicity ____________________________

4. Total No. of family members
   Male ______________  Female _______________

   S.No. Name      Sex ; Male = 1
              Female = 2 Age              Education  Place of work
   1
   2
   3
   4
   5
   6
   7
   8
   9
   10
Other Information:

5. Are you localite of Shiraz city and permanently settled in this place?
   Yes = 1     No = 2 → 7

6. How long you are living here?
   0-5 years = 1   5-10 = 2   10-20 = 3   20-40 = 4   40 and above = 5

7. Are you migrated to the city?
   Yes = 1 → 10     No = 2

8. Mention the place from migrated ?
   Outside the city = 1 outside the state = 2 outside the country = 3

9. Name of the place ________________________________

10. Reason for migration ?
    Economic causes = 1     Better social facilities = 2
    Natural Calamities = 3     Other = 4
    (Please specify the reason) ________________________________

11. Location of the house zone
    CBD = 1      transition = 2   outskirt = 3   residential = 4

12. Nature of house Ownership :
    Owned = 1 → 12     provided by government = 2 → 12     Rented = 3
    Any other (Please specify) = 4 → 12 ____________________________

13. What is the monthly rent ?Rs. ____________________________

14. How old your building is ?
    Less than 5 years = 1   5- 10 years = 2   10 – 15 years = 3
    15- 20 years = 4   20-25 years = 5   more than 25 years = 6

15. How long does it take to reach your work place ?
    Up to 15 min = 1 Between 15 to 20 min = 2
    30 min to 1 hour = 3     More than 1 hours = 4

16. Does your family face any problem in the locality of mahalla and urban extension?
    Yes = 1     No = 2 → 18
17. What kind of problems faced by your family in mahalla and urban extension?  
   Economic related = 1   Social related = 2   Environmental related = 3  
   Law & order related = 4   Physical infrastructure related = 5   Others = 6  
18. Do you know the town has master plan or development strategy plan for the town at present?  
   Yes = 1       No = 2 → 20  
19. What were the basic objective of the master plan in city development?  
   Improvement in social infrastructural only = 1  
   Economic infrastructure only = 2  
   Physical infrastructure = 3  
   Management of growth of the city = 4  
   Management of land use of the city = 5  
20. Do you have any suggestion on the guidelines of the urban planning design how it should support to retain the traditional socio-culture of shiraz city?  
   Yes = 1 → 22   No = 2   can’t say = 3  
21. If yes, state what is that?  
   Weight age of the guidelines majorly favoring socio-economic dimensions = 1
   Socio-cultural dimension = 2   physical dimension = 3  
22. What are the importance has been given to old and traditional cultural way of living in the existing urban planning/ by providing the following and will those has achieved the planning objectives?  
   1. Mosque  
   2. Bazaar  
   3. Tea shop  
   4. Traditional gym  
   5. Other social gathering spaces  
23. Do you have organized spaces in the town where people have formal and informal social gatherings?  
   Yes = 1       No = 2 → 25   no Idea = 3 → 25  
24. If yes, where?  
25. Have you demanded socio-cultural spaces through master plan?
26. Were they done any cultural morphological studies prior to the preparation of current or previous master plans?
Yes = 1  No = 2  no Idea = 3

27. Do you think there is a need for retaining old tradition culture system of urban planning?
Yes = 1  No = 2  no Idea = 3

28. How much does the master plan satisfies the traditional socio-cultural requirements in your daily life?
1 – 25% = 1  25 – 50% = 2  50 – 75% = 3  75% & more = 4

29. Scope for interaction with neighbors?
Very good = 1  Good = 2  Average = 3  Bad = 4

30. Have you observed any socio-cultural difference with your neighbours?
Yes = 1  No = 2

31. What is the effect of master plan on traditional socio-cultural requirements at neighborhood level?
Positive effect = 4  No effect = 3  Negative effect = 1  no Idea = 2

32. Do you need any spaces for socio-cultural activities in your neighborhood?
Yes = 1  No = 2  no idea = 3

33. What kind of facilities you need in the present context for Iranian way of living at the city scale?
Religious places = 1  traditional gym = 2  traditional tea shops = 3 educational place = 4  shopping mall = 5

34. What kind of needs you treated as missing component in the existing master plans of Shiraz?
No one = 0  Human basic needs = 1  cultural specific needs = 2  both = 3

35. Scope of present urban planners contribution on strengthening the Iranian culture way of living is?
Very good = 3  Good = 2  Bad = 1

36. Strength of the master plans of Shiraz urban areas in Satisfying the cultural needs of urban population is ?

Very good = 4  Good = 3  not bad = 2  bad = 1

37. Do you like to practice past tradition in your present life style ?

Very much = 4  much = 3  not much = 2  don’t like = 1

38. Does your children likes to practice the past traditions as present style of living ?

Very much = 4  much = 3  not much = 2  don’t’ like = 1

39. What is the effect of influence of present urban planning processes on urban morphology ?

Very much = 4  much = 3  not much = 2  null effect = 1

40. Which factor has significant effect on the present urban morphology?

Economic = 1  religious = 2  government policies = 3  cultural factors = 4

41. Effect of zoning regulations and building law on urban morphology is ?

Very much = 4  much = 3  not much = 2  without effect = 1

42. How much free time you get to spend for traditional /the socio-cultural activities?

Very much = 4  much = 3  not much = 2  don’t spend time = 1

43. Role of cultural elements on affecting the present urban form urban morphology is ?

Very much  much = 3  not much = 2  null effect = 1
44. What are the planning developmental issues that affect further on the current and future city development in the existing cultural context

45. What makes you to adopt the post modern way of living?
   a. Not have interest on the past practices
   b. No scope to past practices
   c. Mechanical living style
   d. Absence of cultural facilities

46. What is your opinion on the existing urban social changes is it due to the influence of:
   - Local economy
   - Global economy
   - Immigration
   - Out migration

47. What is your opinion on the use of city plan for the next generation to keep up the weightage of traditional culture of Iran?

48. What are the reasons for declining interest to protect traditional cultural forms in the city context of Shiraz
   - Interest modern life style = a
   - Increased demand for housing = b
   - Decline in income = c
Excess population growth = d
Migration of population = e
Increase in traffic and read widening of demand for post modern infrastructure = g

49. Which factor has relative effect on the urban morphology?

Culture on the morphology = a  morphology on the culture = b  both have effect on each others = c  none has effect on each other = d